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The everyday Linux user can easily get overwhelmed by the complexity of the new software that exists when creating an Ubuntu system. This book covers the basics of creating a new system from scratch and explains what software is installed. You’ll take a tour of installing the Ubuntu Linux distribution system in most environments, including nontraditional situations such as dual-boot and text-based installations. Plus, clear explanations of each of the installed applications show you how to get the most out of each application, rather than simply using them as they exist.    

Packed with valuable advice and secrets on every aspect of the Ubuntu Linux Distribution, this comprehensive guide delivers in-depth information on the Ubuntu workstation, server, and applications, and provides detailed coverage of Ubuntu Linux as a software development platform. The featured tips and tricks delve into the underlying applications and features of the Ubuntu Linux system so that you can get the most out of every application and system feature.
The Insider's Guide to:      

	
    Handling Files and File Properties (see Chapter 5)      	

    
	
    Understanding the OpenOffice Suite (see Chapter 7)      	

    
	
    Watching Web Clips and Editing Videos (see Chapter 12)      	

    
	
    Connecting to the Network (see Chapter 14)      	

    
	
    Working with Ubuntu Web Servers (see Chapter 21)      	

    
	
    Programming in Python® (see Chapter 26)      	

    
	
    Working with Ruby Code (see Chapter 29)      

    


About the Author

Richard Blum has worked in the IT industry for nearly two decades as both a systems and network administrator. During this time he has administered UNIX, Linux, Novell, and Microsoft servers, and has helped design and maintain a 3,500-user network utilizing Cisco switches and routers. He is the author of several Linux books, including Professional Linux Programming, Linux For Dummies, 8th Edition, and Linux Command Line and Shell Scripting Bible.
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BlackBerry For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007

	Maximize your BlackBerry 8800, Curve, or Pearl!


	Explore the camera and GPS, discover SureType, and boost your memory


	If you thought the BlackBerry was sweet before, just wait until you see the new models! And here's just what you need to know about SureType vs. QWERTY keyboards,...
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Pro SQL Azure (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2010

	SQL Azure represents Microsoft’s cloud-based delivery of its enterprise-caliber, SQL Server database management system (formerly under the code name "Oslo"). Pro SQL Azure introduces you to this new platform, showing you how to program and administer it in a variety of cloud computing scenarios. You’ll learn to...
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Advances in Questionnaire Design, Development, Evaluation and TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A new and updated definitive resource for survey questionnaire testing and evaluation

	
		Building on the success of the first Questionnaire Development, Evaluation, and Testing (QDET) conference in 2002, this book brings together leading papers from the Second International Conference on Questionnaire Design,...
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Big Data Analytics with SAS: Get actionable insights from your Big Data using the power of SASPackt Publishing, 2017

	Leverage the capabilities of SAS to process and analyze Big Data


	About This Book

	
		Combine SAS with platforms such as Hadoop, SAP HANA, and Cloud Foundry-based platforms for effecient Big Data analytics
	
		Learn how to use the web browser-based SAS Studio and iPython Jupyter Notebook...
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Characteristic Based Planning with mySAP SCM: Scenarios, Processes, and Functions (SAP Excellence)Springer, 2005
Characteristics are used in SAP as attributes, e.g. to specify the configuration
of products or the properties of batches. In many industries – engineering,
automotive, mill, pharmaceutical and foods to name the most
typical – supply chain planning has to consider these characteristics. APO
offers many different...
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Pro Grunt.jsApress, 2015

	Pro Grunt.js gets you quickly up-to-speed with this popular JavaScript-based task runner. Author James Cryer takes you from initial installation all the way through to authoring successful plugins.


	Using hands-on examples you will learn about CSS linting, combination, compilation and minification; JavaScript linting, AMD...
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